T- S H I RQuilt
T
The easiest quilt pattern in the world is to just cut the design out of the shirt. Usually the designs are
no larger than 12” square for a child’s t-shirt & 16” for a large adult’s t-shirt. Then you would simply
sew the t-shirts together until you reached the size you’d like.
However… Nobody really wants a boring tee-shirt quilt of giant 12” X 12” or 16” X 16” squares that are
mostly a mish-mosh of random colors & weirdly sized graphics.
So, if you’re not mathematically inclined or patient enough to “collect” all the “special” t-shirts you &
your littles are bound to wind up with over the years. Here are a few ways you can add a little pizazz
to the “blank” areas of a typical tee-shirt pattern.
•

Add all those patches from scouting, camping, & sports.

•

Have someone monogram special dates & events.

•

Use fabric paint to add little hands & feet prints.

•

Photo copy pictures, letters, & drawings onto iron-on paper, then iron the memories on

But if you’re patient & have a little sewing skill it’s actually quite easy to create a t-shirt quilt with
varying sized squares. I’ve even found a way to create evenly sized “squares”, so that you can use more
of t-shirts & add a little personality too.

H E R E ’ S W H AT YO U N E E D :
•
•
•
•
•
•

15-80 T-shirts
Fabric tape measure
Scissors
Sewing machine
Thread
Straight pins, heat tape,
or 2 sided fuse-able ironing paper

•

Old blanket

H E R E ’ S W H AT TO D O :
1.

Measure all the t-shirt designs you want to

into squares. It isn’t important to “know”

use. Don’t overlook tags, pockets, or smaller

where they will “fit-into” the quilt yet.

designs that may be on the sleeves, front, &

5. Once you’ve cut all your t-shirts, you can

cuffs. They will be nice additions as smaller

begin to play around with arrangements. 16”

quilt squares or patches.

square example: You could sew 4 smaller 8”

2. Once you’ve decided what your largest design
is, this will become your largest single square.
3. Divide this large square by 4. This number
will tell you how small your smallest square

X 8” squares together or two 8” X 16” pieces,
creating a 16” X 16” squares.
6. Continue piecing your smaller squares into
larger 16” X 16” squares.

should be. Example: Design = 16 X 16. Your

7. Once you have several large squares, you can

smallest square is 4” & your longest square is

begin sewing them together to create long

16”. Note: Leave 1/4” extra on all for 4 sides

16” pieces. Depending on how wide you want

for a seam allowance.

your quilt to be, you should only need to

4. With these two numbers in mind start cutting
your t-shirts into squares or rectangles that

attache 3-5 of your large squares together.
8. Once you have a few “long” runs put together,

will be divisible by 4. Right now it’s only

you can start sewing them together long ways

important to know that the pieces will “fit”

to create your quilt.

12 x12

16 x16

Throw / Twin
48” x 60”
48” x 62”
15 - 4 5 sh i rts

Now that your quilt is the size you want, it’s time to finish it.
What to do: Personally, I use ironing paper because I’m not patient. It is more expensive, but you’ll
get faster & better results, especially if you’re like me & not very good with sewing.
1.

Lay your quilt on top of the old blanket.

2. Cut the blanket so that it’s about 2” smaller all the way around than your quilt.
3. This is where the paper comes in handy. Simply cut is the size of your blanket. Create a sandwich
with your quilt (wrong side up) on the bottom, the paper in the middle, & the blanket centered on
top. Making sure the quilt sticks out about 2” all the way around. Note: I do this on the floor
4. Now follow the heat directions on your paper & iron (hot glue) the blanket to your quilt.
5. For the binding, fold the edge of your quilt over until the cut edge touches the blanket & iron in
place. Repeat this on all four sides. Again, I use fuse-able hem tape because the idea of being
pricked by a million straight pins is not my idea of a fun project.
6. Repeat step 5, but this time fold it over the blanket covering all the “raw” edges. Just saying…
Fuse-able hem tape again here too ;)
7. Technically if you didn’t want to sew you don’t have too, but I’m pretty sure all the fuse-able paper
& hem tape will eventually dissolve, so I do recommend using your handy dandy sewing machine
to at least lock down the binding around the edges, & across the grid line of the big squares.
There you have it! A t-shirt quilt in about a weekend!

Full / Queen

72 ” x 8 8 ”
45 - 8 0 sh irts

